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SYNTHfcSE:

Une des priorites actuelles chez EDF est l'optimisation de la maintenance
preventive de toutes les centrales nucldaires franchises. Cette optimisation implique
une rationalisation du choix des equipements a entretenir et des taches a effectuer, ainsi
qu'un choix judicieux des intervalles entre ces taches. Ces travaux, conduits en
cooperation entre EDF et le CEA (Commissariat k l'Energie Atomique), et reposant
sur le modele diffdrentiel des parametres equivalents (MDPE), suggerent une
procedure facilitant 1'optimisation des intervalles de maintenance dans le respect d'un
objectif global de non-disponibilite.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

One of EDF's current priorities is the optimisation of the preventive
maintenance in all French nuclear power stations. This optimisation involves a
rationalisation of the choice of equipments to be maintained and maintenance tasks to
be carried out, as well as a judicious choice of intervals between these tasks. This work
is being carried out in cooperation between EDF and the CEA (Atomic Energy
Commission), and suggests a procedure to provide assistance in optimising intervals
between maintenance tasks respecting a global unavailability target. This work is based
on the differential model for equivalent parameters (DMEP).
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Test Policy Optimization for a Complex System :
An Application for the Differential Model for

Equivalent Parameters (DMEP)

D. VASSEUR(1) - M. EID (2)

(1) Electricite de France - Studies and Research Division - Surveillance Diagnostic
Maintenance Department - Chatou - France

(2) Atomic Energy Commission - Nuclear Reactors Directorate - DMT/SERMA -
Saclay - France

1 Introduction

In 1990, the maintenance of French nuclear power stations represented 2.5% of the
construction cost per year, and was continuously increasing.

This is why EDF started in 1990 a maintenance optimisation through a Reliability
Centered Maintenance procedure (OMF : Optimisation de la Maintenance par la
Fiabilit6) [1] in order to control maintenance costs, while maintaining or
improving the safety and availability of units.

This procedure is based on an analysis of the functional consequences and the
criticality of equipment failures on the unit A preventive maintenance program
has subsequently been proposed in which tasks have been chosen rationally to
counter the critical failure modes found.



These preventive maintenance tasks must be carried out at periodic intervals that
depend firstly on changes in the equipment failure rate with time, and secondly on
global criteria to be respected such as the maviimini allowable equipment
unavailability.

Work carried out as part of a common EDF-CEA Research and Development
program has resulted in a procedure for choosing maintenance task intervals
satisfying these criteria. This procedure was developed using the Differential
Model for Equivalent Parameters [2] and was tested on data derived from
experience feedback on French nuclear power stations.

2 Sample Application : the choice of a periodic test policy
for emergency diesel generators in nuclear power units

2.1 Summary of the problem

Emergency diesel generators for nuclear units carry very rarely out their designed
function, therefore periodic tests are required to determine any failures that occur
while on standby. During these tests diesel generators are started up and then
operated for about an hour. These periodic tests which restore some of the
conditions necessary for correct operation of generators (oil film on engine block
liners) also cause ageing of the engine block, particularly on the pistons, due to the
speed of the start ups.

The problem in which we are interested is the following:
Talcing account of the mavinmin allowable unavailability of the emergency diesel
generators, reliability anH tnafaitairiahiiify data for engine block components, and
uie systematic preventive maintenance policy applied to engine block components,
at what intervals should tests be carried out ?

2.2 Data about the chosen system

The first hem we considered was the emergency diesel generators engine block,
which is the functional sub-assembly most affected by problems induced by
periodic tests.

The data necessary to handle this problem were extracted from analyses carried out
on emergency diesel generators in 1992, as part of the OMF procedure. The
functional analysis used in this method states that the chosen "engine block" sub-
assembly (S) is composed of three functional entities in series, which may
themselves be composed of mechanical components also in series. These entities
and the associated components are as follows:



the combustion chamber (Si) consisting of the piston (Cu), the liner (C12) and the
piston ring (C13),
the distribution device (S?),
the crankshaft (S3) consisting of journal bearings at small end of connecting rod
and link (C31 and C32), journal bearings at big end of connecting rod and link (C33
and C34), and the crankshaft).

Failure rates during operation were assigned to each elementary component by
analysing data obtained from experience feedback collected from French nuclear
power stations as part of the OMF procedure, as follows:

liner

piston

piston ring

distribution device

connecting rod small end journal bearing

link small end jw*1?' bearing

connfccliiig rod big end journal bearing

link big end journal bearing

crankshaft

X. = 950.1CT<7h

X = 0 . 0 l ( t ) O i

1225J

X = 0 . 0 0 1 8 ( t ) 0 1 6

1632J

X = lO^/h

x = io-20/h

X=W20/h

X=165.10"6/h

Ji=10-20/h

x = io-2O/h

These components are not repairable.

Furthermore the result of this analysis of information feedback was an estimate of
the average failure rate in standby (X»(t)=7.6.10"7/h) and of the average failure rate
in operation of the engine block (Xf(t>=4.8.10~*/h).

The current test policy consists of carrying out monthly tests lasting about one
hour. Furthermore, the components of the combustion chamber are replaced every
five years regardless of their condition, as part of a systematic preventive

2.3 Modelling the problem

One of the difficulties with this problem is how to take account of a failure rate,
when some of its basic components are variable with time. The Differential Model
for Equivalent Parameters has made this solution possible.



2.3.1 Vie Differential Model for Equivalent Parameters

The Differential Model for Equivalent Parameters (DMEP) is the main tool used to
carry on this study. It has been developed in the CEA since 1986. The main
interest of the DMEP is that it allows taking into account: i) the time dependence
of the basic component's failure rate in a complex system, ii) the possible different
patterns of failure rate (in operation, in standby, ...), iii)the instantaneous
corrective actions such as standard exchange of components. An exhaustive
presentation of the DMEP is beyond the scope of this paper. Shortly, the model is
based on the following basic idea that a system is fully determined by :
- a logical expression describing its failure or its success as a function of the failure
and/or the success of its elementary components,
- a system of differential equations describing the kinetics of the system which
could be presented as follows

—P =
dt
d
— R=-XR
dt

n
dt

where P and Q are respectively the availability and the unavailability of the
system, X and M. are its failure and repair rates, R and S are respectively its
reliability and non -reparability.

2.3.2 Modelling the problem

In order to model sequences of engine block waiting times (Ta = 719 hours) and
operating times (Tf = 1 hour), we write:

S = M,-Mf
where M, and Mf are the engine block failure conditions during shutdown and
operation respectively, defined by:

M. A. = A,(t),p = p(t) 0 < t < T .
X = 0,p=l T , < t < T , + T f

Mf X = 0,p=l 0 < t < T,
T a < t < T , + T f

is calculated from data concerning basic components. The failure rate of the
engine block functional sub-assembly during operation is modelled by the logical
sum of the failure rates of the elementary mechanical components, due to its series
structure.

S = Sx + S? + S3
where Si = Cn + Ci2 + Ci3

S3 = C31 + C32 + C33 + C34 + C35



2.3.3 Results

The Differential Model for Equivalent Parameters produced the variation of the
unavailability of the engine block with time (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Variation of engine block unavailability with time

This figure clearly shows that the engine block unavailability increases with time.

This series of calculations was also used to calculate an average failure rate of the
engine block at different moments in time. The average failure rate obtained
during 35 tests, which is the number of tests carried out during 5 years, after which
a standard replacement of the combustion chamber is systematically made, was
4.7.10"3/h which agrees well with the average value calculated using experience
feedback data and which partly validates the model.

Finally the model was used to evaluate different test policies. These simulations
were used to plot a family of curves showing the unavailability of the engine block
at the end of each test campaign, as a function of the number of tests carried out
for various test intervals (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Unavailability of the engine block as a function of the number of tests

for various test policies

The preventive maintenance policy applied to the engine block at the present time
(1 test per month and a standard replacement every 5 years) gives an engine block
unavailability of 6.6.10°. The above representation demonstrates that the same
unavailability level can. be reached with lesser number of test campaign (1 test
each two months) and longer period between standard replacement (every 6.6
years).

3 Conclusion

Data derived from the OMF approach and from experience feedback of the French
nuclear units used through the Differential Model for Equivalent Parameters have
allowed to evaluate different periodic test policies of a given equipment, and to
measure their impact on systematic preventive maintenance carried out on this
equipment respecting a target unavailability defined beforehand.
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